
ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS 
1.  Pick out a cake. Each cake has a number next to it.  

2.  Go to the Individual Birthday Cake Options list, and find that number 

at the top.  

3.  Each number has a list of possible options for it (flavor, icing type, 

filling). Each option is represented by a number.  

4.  On the order sheet, you will fill out the following: cake number, flavor 

number, icing type number, filling number, and also an optional 

personalized message or any special instructions, if necessary.  

 

 

¼ SHEET SPECIAL OCCASION CAKES (18-22 PEOPLE) $20 

Happy Birthday Sheet Cake #35 (Cake is iced in color shown, unless specified otherwise in 

Special Instructions box.) 

 

Bold and Bright Sheet Cake #21 (Cake is iced in color shown, unless specified otherwise in 

Special Instructions box.) 

 

Choco Vine Sheet Cake #41 (Cake is shown in Chocolate Icing- if you prefer colored or white 

icing please specify in Special Instructions box.) 

 

Designer Dots Sheet Cake #18 (Cake is iced in color shown, unless specified otherwise in 

Special Instructions box.) 



 

Floral Bouquet Sheet Cake #22 (Cake is shown in Buttercream Icing- if you prefer colored icing 

please specify in Special Instructions box.) 

 

 

 

Floral Message Sheet Cake #32 (Cake is iced in color shown, unless specified otherwise in 

Special Instructions box.) 

 

Fun Flowers Sheet Cake #29 (Cake is iced in color shown, unless specified otherwise in Special 

Instructions box.) 

 

Traditional Roses Sheet Cake #30 (Cake is shown in Buttercream Icing- if you prefer colored 

icing please specify in Special Instructions box.) 

 

Vines Sheet Cake #38 (Cake is iced in color shown, unless specified otherwise in Special 

Instructions box.) 



 

Wild Flowers Sheet Cake #27 (Cake is shown in Chocolate Icing- if you prefer colored or white 

icing please specify in Special Instructions box.) 

 

 

 

 

CUPCAKE CAKES (15 PEOPLE) $15 

Sports Design Cupcake Cake #77 (15 Pull Apart Cupcakes.) 

 
Balloons Cupcake Cake #67 (15 Pull Apart Cupcakes.) 

 
Butterfly & Flowers Cupcake Cake #73 (15 Pull Apart Cupcakes.) 

 
Cupcake Cupcake Cake #74 (15 Pull Apart Cupcakes.) 

 



 
Large Flower Shaped Cupcake Cake #65 (15 Pull Apart Cupcakes.) 

 

Party Hat Cupcake Cake #75 (15 Pull Apart Cupcakes.) 

 

 

 

¼ SHEET CHARACTER CAKES (18-24 PEOPLE) $30 

Barbie Fashion Pink Sheet Cake #32685 (Barbie's skirt lights up and the poodle is a ring! Cake 

is iced as shown.) 

 

Construction Dig Sheet Cake #31209 (Cake is decorated as shown.) 

 

Disney Princess Garden Royalty Sheet Cake #33061 (White rose turns pink in sun. Cake is 

decorated as shown.) 

 

Monster Truck Sheet Cake #33784 (Cake is decorated as shown.) 



 

Fisherman with Action Fish Sheet Cake #96334 (Cake is decorated as shown.) 

 

 

 

 

 

SPORTS DESIGN CAKES (12 PEOPLE) $10 

Baseball Face 8" Round Cake (Single layer) 

 

Basketball 8" Round Cake (Single layer) 

 

Football 8" Round Cake (Single layer) 

 

 

 



 

 

 


